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 " "@schema:registryUrl" "" The only thing more gratifying than seeing Roger Goodell fired is watching the whole process unfold on Twitter. In the past week, the commissioner has been caught wearing a $500,000 Rolex, being told he doesn't look presidential, being called the worst commissioner in NFL history, and being accused of "corporate grandstanding." With the second half of the season
looming, here are the top 10 moments that made Goodell the most hated man in the NFL. 10. Roger the Rat May 21, 2007 After being told that the NFL had settled a legal dispute with Kansas City Chiefs owner Lamar Hunt in a settlement worth $65 million, Goodell casually tweeted that he was surprised. "Wow. We're proud of our work, but didn't think we settled this issue," he tweeted. The

settlement was not what Goodell, then-NFL executive vice president of football operations, had told the Associated Press. He had said there would be no settlement and that the Hunt suit "has no merit" and "will not be settled." Goodell later put out a statement, saying that the settlement had been reached, but that he had been misquoted. It was the same argument that he used when he finally resigned
earlier this year. But it's a telling and damning insight into how Goodell conducted business, especially for a man who's been accused of bending the truth throughout his tenure.Carriers Nathan Devonshire Consultant Nathan has been a filmmaker since the age of 15, having graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2001. He has worked in feature and commercial film production throughout the UK

and Europe, predominantly in games, narrative and narrative comedy. He is currently a senior producer at Sony’s Birmingham-based Blur Studio. Nathan has previously held the position of Head of Production on Spider-Man, working on the US and UK versions of the film. He has also worked as an Associate Producer on Secret of Kells, and the Black Knight and Bram Stoker’s Dracula. He has
produced a number of TV commercials, including a TVC for Angry Birds, for which he was recognised as the best overall 82157476af
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